Change Auditor for
SQL Server
SQL Server auditing tool tracks, reports and alerts on critical changes

To achieve and maintain security and
compliance with regulations and policies,
you must be able to prove you have
control over your data and configuration
settings. This means you must protect
the data stored in your Microsoft SQL
Server databases from intrusion, theft and
fraud, as well as report on any events and
changes. But collecting user activity from
these databases is a time-consuming and
complex task, and some of the data may
be hard to decipher or may even be lost.
Quest® Change Auditor for SQL Server
tracks, audits, reports and alerts on all
related events in chronological order
and in real time, translating events into
simple terms and eliminating the time
and complexity required for auditing.
You will instantly know who made what
change when, where and the originating

workstation — all without the overhead of
turning on native auditing.
You can then automatically generate
intelligent, in-depth forensics for auditors
and management and reduce the risks
associated with day-to-day modifications.
AUDIT ALL CRITICAL CHANGES
Change Auditor for SQL Server provides
extensive, customizable auditing and
reporting for all critical SQL changes,
including broker, database, object, performance and transaction events, plus errors
and warnings. You’ll get complete visibility
into all changes over the course of time
and in chronological order with in-depth
forensics on who, what, when, where,
why and workstation with before and after
values. And, with real-time alerts to any

BENEFITS:
• Eliminates unknown security concerns,
ensuring continuous auditing of critical
changes and related events to SQL
Server permissions, configuration
changes, databases, tables and more
• Enables enterprise-wide auditing
and compliance from a single client
• Reduces security risks with
real-time alerts to any device
for immediate response
• Strengthens internal controls through
real-time insight into both authorized
and unauthorized changes
• Turns information into intelligent,
in-depth forensics for auditors
and management
• Reduces the performance drag
on servers and saves storage
resources by collecting events
without the use of native auditing
• Streamlines compliance with internal
security policies and external
regulations, including GDPR, SOX,
PCI DSS, HIPAA, FISMA and SAS 70
• Deploys easily and quickly —
in approximately 10 minutes

Change Auditor for SQL Server captures all critical changes made to SQL Server and
related events, including the severity of the event.

device, you’ll maintain constant awareness and the ability to respond to vital
changes as they occur.

highlight and filter related events over the
course of days, months and even years.

(FISMA) and Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 70 (SAS 70) is a breeze.

TRACK USER ACTIVITY

INTEGRATED EVENT FORWARDING

AUDIT DATA-LEVEL EVENTS

Easily integrate with SIEM solutions
to forward Change Auditor events to
Splunk, Micro Focus ArcSight or IBM
QRadar. Additionally, Change Auditor
integrates with Quest® InTrust® for longterm 20:1 compressed event storage
and aggregation of native or thirdparty logs to reduce storage costs on
SIEM forwarding and create a highly
compressed log repository.

Change Auditor for SQL Server audits
changes to databases and tables.
Events that can be audited include
additions, removals and changes to
rows, procedures, tables, views, triggers
and more. All changes provide robust
details about the change, including the
who, what, when, where and originating
workstation details. The tool also
schedules both the archiving of older
data to an archive database, enabling
organizations to keep critical and relevant
data online while improving the overall
performance of search and data retrieval.

Change Auditor for SQL Server helps
tighten enterprise-wide auditing and
compliance policies by tracking user and
administrator activity, such as database
additions and deletions, granting
and removing SQL Server access
and more. With in-depth analysis and
reporting capabilities, your SQL Server
infrastructure is protected from exposure
to suspicious behavior or unauthorized
access, and is always in compliance with
corporate and government standards.
TURN IRRELEVANT DATA INTO
MEANINGFUL INFORMATION
TO DRIVE SECURITY
AND COMPLIANCE
Change Auditor for SQL Server eliminates
guesswork analysis reporting by translating isolated cryptic data into a series of
meaningful events. You instantly get all
information on the change you’re viewing and all related events such as what
other changes came from specific users.
You will also gain a better understanding
of event trends with the ability to view,

AUTOMATE REPORTING
FOR CORPORATE AND
GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS
Utilizing Microsoft’s SQL Server Reporting
Services, Change Auditor for SQL Server
provides clean, meaningful security and
compliance reports on the fly. With a
built-in compliance library and the ability
to build your own custom reports, proving compliance for standards such as
the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standard
(PCI DSS), Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Federal
Information Security Management Act

ABOUT QUEST
At Quest, our purpose is to solve
complex problems with simple solutions.
We accomplish this with a philosophy focused on great products, great
service and an overall goal of being
simple to do business with. Our vision
is to deliver technology that eliminates
the need to choose between efficiency
and effectiveness, which means you and
your organization can spend less time
on IT administration and more time on
business innovation.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
For complete system
requirements, please
visit quest.com/products/
change-auditor-for-sql-server.

Change Auditor for SQL Server sends critical change and pattern alerts to email and
mobile devices to prompt immediate action, enabling you to respond faster to threats
even when you’re not on site.
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